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Film Appreciation

Name of Movie : The King’s Speech

Directed By : Tom Hooper

Main Characters : King George VI (A stammerer, who is seeking for language
therapy, became the King of Britain after his brother
abdicated.)

Lionel Logue (An Australian speech and language therapist)

Queen Elizabeth (Wife of King George VI)

King Edward VIII (King George VI’s brother, abdicated just
because he wanted to marry an American who had divorced
twice.)

Movie Genre : Historical Drama

Guidelines for teachers

Step Duration
(minutes)

Procedure

1. 10 Ss take turn reading aloud the plot summary.

T asks questions to check students’ understanding of the
movie.

T elicits questions from Ss about the content of the movie.

2. 20-25 T plays movie clips one by one (highlights).

T shows the questions following each clip. T pairs up
students.

Ss take turns to present their answers.

3. 25 Ss form groups of 4 to discuss one of the questions in the
reflective discussion section.

Ss share their answers.

T gives feedback.
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4. 15-20 T plays a movie clip.

Ss fill in the blanks by listening to the speech.

T checks answer.

5. 40 T encourages Ss to write thank you letters and invites Ss to
present thank you letters in front of the class.

(Answer key)
C. Listening
Listen to in King George VI’s World War Speech. Fill in the missing words as you listen.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHY2UzOonig

In this grave hour, perhaps the most fateful in our history,I send to every household of my
peoples, both at home and overseas, this message, spoken with the same depth of feeling for
each one of you as if I were able to cross your threshold and speak to you myself.

For the second time in the lives of most of us, we are at war. Over and over again, we have
tried to find a peaceful way out of the differences between ourselves and those who
are now our enemies; but it has been in vain.

We have been forced into a conflict, for we are called, with our allies to meet the challenge
of a principle which, if it were to prevail, would be fatal to any civilized order in the world.
Such a principle, stripped of all disguise, is surely the mere primitive doctrine that might is
right.

For the sake of all that we ourselves hold dear, and of the world order and peace, it is
unthinkable that we should refuse to meet the challenge.

It is to this high purpose that I now call my people at home and my peoples across the seas,
who will make our cause their own. I ask them to stand calm and firm and united in this
time of trial.

The task will be hard. There may be dark days ahead, and war can no longer be confined to
the battlefield, but we can only do the right as we see the right, and reverently commit our
cause to God. If one and all we keep resolutely faithful to it, ready for whatever service or
sacrifice it may demand, then with God’s help, we shall prevail.

May He bless and keep us all.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHY2UzOonig

